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Preface

In current versions of SANsymphony-V there is a function available to attach 
storage sources. Shared-Multiport-Array-Access (SMPA) is used to attach 
shared backend disks to more than one DataCore Server at the same time. The 
initial driver for development of SMPA was not storage High Availability (HA) 
but cost reduction. Because a storage backend in SMPA mode is not necessarily 
mirrored to some other location - the same backend disk blocks are just 
accessible from up to 2 DataCore Servers at the same time (Path redundancy 
only) - the storage requirement and TB licenses are 50% compared to mirrored 
environments. But keep in mind the shared backend storage becomes a Single-
Point-of-Failure (SPoF) and has to provide built in HA capabilities.

Looking closer at SMPA Disk-Pools reveals there are additional functional 
advantages to storage HA in environments with 3 or more DataCore Servers per 
Server Group. It is a smart combination of traditional mirroring combined with 
the usage of shared disk pools (SMPA-Pools) and so called Dual vDisks where 
we only have path/controller redundancy but no data redundancy/duplexing.
Furthermore you can also create a fully meshed SMPA access layout to allow 
maximum flexibility and a “recover anywhere” logic. The following document 
explains the concepts to create such extended HA environments.

DataCore Mirroring basics in SANsymphony-V

DataCore SANsymphony-V is able to organize individual DataCore Servers 
(DCS) in groups of Servers, so called Server-Groups. Sync-Mirror relationships 
for virtual DataCore Disks (vDisks) can be established from any DCS to any DCS 
in such a Server-Group. Currently a Server-Group can consist of up to 64 DCS. 
Scaling of Server-Groups is based on the N+1 principle. A mirror relationship is 
always defined between 2 DCS out of N DCS in the Server-Group. In detail this 
means you can create HA systems with at least 2 DCS (N=2) and so all mirrors 
are based on 2-of-2 DCS. When you build larger Server-Groups with 3 or more 
DCS, then you can define mirrors between 2-of-3, 2-of-4, 2-of-5, etc. Which 
individual 2 DCS are hosting the redundancy can be freely decided by the user 
and can be changed at any time without losing access to the mirrored vDisk, as 
long as the application Host is equipped with Multi-Path-IO (MPIO) capabilities. 
The effective Data-Duplexing in a DataCore Mirror guarantees non-stop access 
to the data on failure of a DCS, any path in between or the backend storage 
itself. A DataCore mirror vDisk has no SPoF.
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Basics about Dual vDisks and SMPA

In contrast to sync mirror, described in the previous paragraph, Dual vDisks do not keep a mirrored copy of any dataset between 
2 DCS and the respective backend disks. The data does exist only once on a single backend disk block, but the SMPA capable 
backend disk is in shared access by 2 DCS. The DCS only synchronize their cache memory content to guarantee non-stop access 
to the Dual vDisk on loss of one of the DCS.

A failure in the SMPA backend immediately causes an error at the Dual vDisk and it will propagate up to the application host. This 
is completely different to the previously described mirror vDisk. This is because a Dual vDisk has 2 paths to access the data, but 
if the data is gone there a 2 paths to “nowhere” and the Disk-IO can’t be completed. The SMPA backend is the SPoF and has to 
provide internal redundancy to prevent outages.

From a user perspective there are classes of data which do not justify data duplexing but path redundancy. To fulfill this 
requirement SMPA together with the Dual vDisk use case was initially designed.

Access to SMPA backends also works based on the N+1 principle. Each SMPA Disk-Pool could be concurrently accessed from 
any number of DCS between 2 and 64. A SMPA Disk-Pool is not limited to only present Dual vDisks, it can at the same time also 
provide storage sources for Mirror vDisks to another dedicated Disk-Pool or SMPA Disk-Pool. Based on this fact there are some 
very interesting things possible to increase total system availability for a DataCore Server-Group and to reduce vulnerability 
windows during maintenance or failure.

Legacy 2 DCS HA Environment

An entry level DataCore HA environment consists of 2 DCS in a Server-Group as shown in the following drawing.

In an environment like this the Mirror vDisks can only be mirrored from left to right or respectively from right to left. Furthermore 
on any planned or unplanned downtime of any of the DCS 100% of the mirrors go out-of-sync and have to be recovered after 
restart of the failed DCS.
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Design of a 3 DCS HA Environment

As soon as a Server-Group does consist of more than 2 DCS you have the ability to create additional ways of redundancy. The 
following drawing illustrates this.

For a better understanding the DCS have numbers. The mirror vDisks can be created from 2-of-3 DCS. This results in only 66% 
probability of a mirror going out-of-sync on maintenance or failure of a DCS. 

When for example DCS3 goes down, then only 2 of 3 mirrors are affected (1|3 and 2|3), while mirror 1|2 stays in-sync. On restart of 
DCS3 only 66% of the mirrors need to be recovered and so the vulnerability window is significantly shorter compared to a Server-
Group with only 2 DCS.

From a physical deployment perspective a system with an odd number of nodes is always a kind of a challenge. In general we see 
today mostly 2-room setups to ensure the availability. 

With an even number of DCS you put 50% of the resources in every room and you are fine to happily survive any kind of site 
failure. 

With an odd number of DCS you either need a 3rd location or you have to deal with a DCS majority. Mirrors at the same site do 
not protect against site failures and so most of the time 2-room setups are designed with an even number of DCS.
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Design of a 4 DCS HA Environment

A Server-Group with 4 and more DCS, in an even fashion, usually look like the following drawing.

Mirror vDisks now can be created out of 2-of-4 DCS. This results in a 50% probability for a mirror to go out-of-sync on maintenance 
of failure of a DCS. This probability further decreases on setups with 6, 8 or more DCS. 

When for example DCS3 goes down, then only 2 of 4 mirrors are affected (1|3 and 2|3) while mirrors 1|2 and 1|4 stay in sync. On 
restart of DCS3 recovery is shorter, because only 50% of the mirrors need to recover. 

This finally reduces the vulnerability window compared to the 3 DCS setup. As said in the previous paragraph this very easy works 
in 2-room environments.

In the above drawing you can also see mirror connectivity between DCS1 & DCS3 and DCS2 & DCS4. The connectivity does exist 
and can be used to host appropriate mirrors, but we usually don’t utilize these relationships because they don’t provide any site 
redundancy. In this case the site is the SPoF and you should avoid creating mirrors at the same site.
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Extended HA Concept using SMPA based on a 4 DCS Layout

On first glance adding SMPA to the previous layout seems not to change a lot.

The major difference is the way the pool(s) are attached. Instead of assigning pools dedicated to each individual DCS here all DCS 
at the same site share the backend disks and build SMPA pools per site. Basic mirroring between the sites still works as before. You 
can still maintain true mirrors with full data duplexing across sites (left to right and right to left). New is the ability to additionally 
create Dual vDisks at each site and residing in an SMPA pool at the respective site selected. The previously not very usefully mirror 
connections within the site (DCS1 & DCS3 and DCS2 & DCS4) now make sense and come to life for the Dual vDisks.

The above mirror vDisks can also be changed on the fly from type mirror to type Dual and back to mirror while an MPIO enabled 
application host accesses them uninterrupted.

This means when e.g. mirror 1|2 goes out-of-sync, because DCS2 or pool “2|4 SMPA Pool” has a problem, then the vDisk can be 
converted to Dual mode in configuration 1|3 on the fly. After the conversion path redundancy is restored instantly and DCS1 & 
DCS3 provide access to the data.

After the previous failure is rectified the Dual vDisk 1|3 could be converted back to mirror vDisk 1|2. This again happens on the fly 
as well and after the recovery is done full data duplexing is reestablished.

Since SANsymphony-V 10.0 PSP1 an additional evacuation function is available and allows the movement of the mirror member 
responsibility between DCS sharing the same SMPA-Pool. This would allow moving vDisk 1|2 away from DCS1 to DCS3 and let 
it become another vDisk 3|2 for the time DCS1 is taken down for maintenance. After maintenance on DCS1 has finished the 
vDisk can be moved back to DCS1. Both movement operations happen without IO interruption for the consuming client. The 
mirror will undergo a short log recovery for IOs that take place during the transition and HA will not be impacted by the ongoing 
maintenance on DCS1. The same logic applies to all mirrored vDisks within this configuration.
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Fully meshed HA setup using SMPA in a 4 DCS Layout

Taking the previous idea to the next level, we come to the conclusion any SMPA Pool can be accessed by any DCS.

If you do the above then any DCS can access any Pool and mirror to any DCS and any Pool. The table on the next pages shows 
what is possible.
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Possible combinations for SMPA access
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Green means highest level of redundancy, because DCS from both sites are used and the data is mirrored across Pools from both 
sites.

Yellow means limited redundancy, because either the DCS are at the same site or the Pools are at the same site. Based on this 
a site failure can lead to a vDisk failure. Yellow configurations should only be used as transitioning states to migrate data or to 
compensate DCS failures.

Red means no redundancy, because all resources are sitting at the same site or the configuration is ridiculous, because data needs 
to be sent criss-cross. While the first simply doesn’t provide any kind of site failure protection, the second causes unnecessary 
traffic and is prone to all kinds of double failures caused by site outages. Try to never ever configure the red combinations and get 
rid of them if they exist ASAP.


